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Prevention or protection, what would you pick? What if you had the option of picking both…

In today’s modern world, protection of your Fleet Business has become more important than ever and with breaches 

and crime caused by human elements, our job is to study these beings and create boundaries that anticipate and 

pro-actively provide alerts for absolute prevention and protection. 

We don’t believe in vulnerability. Whether your company’s fleet consists of 5 vehicles or 500, light delivery vans or 

heavy transport trucks, we have a real-time and scalable fleet surveillance solution that sees everything.

With Nashua’s IntelliSight, vehicle tracking, driver behaviour, cargo and fleet of vehicles are monitored 24/7, through 

strategically placed cameras that monitor and record activity. IntelliSight monitors your vehicle and cargo movements 

with GPS location. For ongoing safety and security, driver reactions and responses are observed, alerting you when 

aggressive acceleration, harsh braking, cornering or collisions are detected. Drivers can also raise an alarm through a 

remote or wired panic button. 

Keep your fleet, drivers and cargo protected with Nashua’s IntelliSight. A real-time technology solution that 

integrates with intelligence and human ingenuity to create a comprehensive surveillance platform that prevents, 

protects and provides you with the right data, at any given time. 

Nashua IntelliSight keeps your fleet moving.

A hi-tech integrated system of Hardware, Video Management Software, the Internet and a state of the art Control 

Room Monitoring Centre, work together to detect, assess and alert of any incidents. 

All triggers are assessed and responses and alerts activated immediately, as defined by you! This can include calling a 

security company, local law enforcement or, notifying you directly of the event. 

An optional extra is Cloud storage of trigger events / incidents/ alerts.
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Overview

How does this technology work for your Business?

In the real world, Nashua’s Technology Solution never sleeps - it sees everything, from every angle, 24/7, 365.

24/7, 365 Remote Monitoring of your vehicles, drivers and cargo

Ability to do live camera view and GPS location

Proactive event / trigger alerts e.g. speeding, harsh braking and 
cornering, collision detection

Cloud back up option for events/ trigger alerts *optional

What are the benefits of this solution? Who would benefit from this solution?

Courier companies

Logistic and Transport companies


